A vertex colouring of a graph is nonrepetitive if there is no path for which the first half of the path is assigned the same sequence of colours as the second half. The nonrepetitive chromatic number of a graph G is the minimum integer k such that G has a nonrepetitive k-colouring. Whether planar graphs have bounded nonrepetitive chromatic number is one of the most important open problems in the field. Despite this, the best known upper bound is O( √ n) for n-vertex planar graphs. We prove a O(log n) upper bound.
The seminal result in this field is by Thue [38] , who in 1906 proved that every path is nonrepetitively 3-colourable. Nonrepetitive colourings have recently been widely studied [2-9, 11-13, 19, 21, 23, 25-32, 34-37] ; see the surveys [10, [22] [23] [24] . A number of graph classes are known to have bounded nonrepetitive chromatic number. In particular, trees are nonrepetitively 4-colourable [8, 30] , outerplanar graphs are nonrepetitively 12-colourable [5, 30] , and more generally, every graph with treewidth k is nonrepetitively 4 k -colourable [30] . Graphs with maximum degree ∆ are nonrepetitively O(∆ 2 )-colourable [3, 22, 23, 27] .
Perhaps the most important open problem in the field of nonrepetitive colourings is whether planar graphs have bounded nonrepetitive chromatic number. This question, first asked by Alon et al. [3] , has since been mentioned by numerous authors [2, 5, 13, 21-24, 26, 27, 30, 32, 34] . It is widely known that π(G) ∈ O( √ n) for n-vertex planar graphs 1 , and this is the best known upper bound. The best known lower bound is 11, due to Pascal Ochem; see Appendix A. Here we prove a logarithmic upper bound.
Theorem 1.
For every planar graph G with n vertices, π(G) ≤ 8(1 + log 3/2 n) .
As a secondary contribution, we solve the above open problem when restricted to paths of bounded length.
Theorem 2.
There is a constant c such that, for every integer k ≥ 1, every planar graph G is c k 2 -colourable such that G contains no repetitively coloured path of order at most 2k.
Note that the case k = 2 of Theorem 2 corresponds to so-called star colourings; that is, proper colourings with no 2-coloured P 4 ; see [1, 18, 33, 39] . Albertson et al. [1] proved that every planar graph is star colourable with 20 colours.
Proof of Theorem 1
A layering of a graph G is a partition V 0 , V 1 , . . . , V p of V (G) such that for every edge vw ∈ E(G), if v ∈ V i and w ∈ V j then |i − j| ≤ 1. Each set V i is called a layer. The following lemma by Kündgen and Pelsmajer [30] will be useful.
Lemma 3 ([30]
). For every layering of a graph G, there is a (not necessarily proper) 4-colouring of G such that for every repetitively coloured path (v 1 , v 2 , . . . , v 2t ), the subpaths (v 1 , v 2 , . . . , v t ) and (v t+1 , v t+2 , . . . , v 2t ) have the same layer pattern.
A separation of a graph G is a pair (
Lemma 4. Fix ∈ (0, 1) and c ≥ 1. Let G be a graph with n vertices. Fix a layering
• each layer V i contains at most c vertices in V (G 1 ) ∩ V (G 2 ) ∩ B, and
Then π(G) ≤ 4c(1 + log 1/(1− ) n).
Proof. Run the following recursive algorithm Compute(V (G), 1).
The 
Let v i and v t+i be vertices in this path with minimum depth. Since v i and v t+i are in the same layer and have the same label, these two vertices were not labelled at the same step of the algorithm. Let x and y be the two nodes of T respectively associated with v i and v t+i . Let z be the least common ancestor of x and y in T . Say node z corresponds to call Compute(B, d). Thus v i and v t+i are in B (since if a vertex v is in B in the call to Compute associated with some node q of T , then v is in B in the call to Compute associated with each ancestor of q in
Since z is the least common ancestor of x and y, without loss of generality,
In both cases, depth(v j ) < depth(v i ) = depth(v t+i ), which contradicts the choice of v i and v t+i . Hence there is no repetitively coloured path in G.
Observe that the maximum depth is at most 1+log 1/(1− ) n. Therefore the number of colours is at most 4c(1 + log 1/(1− ) n).
We now prove that the condition in Lemma 4 holds for plane triangulations; that is, embedded planar graphs in which every face is a triangle. If r is a vertex of a connected graph G and V i is the set of vertices in G at distance i from r, then V 0 , V 1 , V 2 , . . . is a layering of G, called the layering starting at r. Observe that for each vertex v ∈ V i there is a vr-path that contains exactly one vertex from each layer V 0 , V 1 , . . . , V i ; we call this a monotone path.
Lemma 5. Let r be a vertex in a plane triangulation G.
• each layer V i contains at most two vertices in
Proof. If |B| ≤ 2 then G 1 := G 2 := G satisfy the claim. Now assume that |B| ≥ 3. A lollipop S of height k is a walk in G such that:
, and u k+1 ∈ V k+1 ;
• u 0 = v 0 = r and u k = v k ; and
Consider a lollipop S. We define vertices to the right and left of S as follows. Let i ≥ 0 be the maximum index for which u i = v i . Let C S be the cycle obtained from S by removing
. Then w is to the right of S if it is to the right of C S when traversing C S so that vertex u i+1 is visited immediately after vertex u i . A vertex w of G is to the left of S if it is neither to the right of S nor a vertex of S. Let S be a lollipop such that:
Figure 1: Two lollipops of height k. Note that the layers might have a more complicated structure than that shown here.
(1) r B (S) ≤ 
Since f is a face, R B (S ) = R B (S) and L(S ) = L(S) − {w}, contradicting (3). 
Case 1(e). w ∈ V k : This case is analogous to Case 1(d), except that here P is a monotone path (w = z k , z k−1 , . . . , z 0 = r), and S := (u 0 , u 1 , . . . , u k−1 , u k , z k , z k−1 , . . . , z 1 , z 0 ) and
Case 2(a). w ∈ V k+1 : This case is analogous to Case 1(a) except that S :
Case 2(b). w = v k : This case is analogous to Case 1(c) except with
Case 2(c). w ∈ V k − {v k }: This case is analogous to Case 1(d), except that here P is a monotone path (w = z k , z k−1 , . . . , z 0 ), and S := (u 0 , u 1 , . . . , u k−1 , u k , z k , z k−1 , . . . , z 1 , z 0 ) and
Each case leads to a contradiction. Hence r B (S) ≤ 2 3 |B| and B (S) ≤ 2 3 |B|. Let G 1 be the subgraph induced by the vertices in S and to the right of S. Let G 2 be the subgraph induced by the vertices in S and to the left of S. By the Jordan Curve Theorem, no vertex to the right of S is adjacent to a vertex to the left of S. Hence G = G 1 ∪ G 2 and (G 1 , G 2 ) is the desired separation.
Lemmas 4 and 5 together prove Theorem 1 (since every planar graph with at least four vertices is a spanning subgraph of a plane triangulation).
Proof of Theorem 2
Theorem 2 is a special case of the following result with H = K 5 or H = K 3,3 . A graph H is apex if H − v is planar for some vertex v of H. Theorem 6. For every fixed apex graph H there is a constant c = c(H) such that, for every integer k, every H-minor-free graph G is c k 2 -colourable such that G contains no repetitively coloured path of order at most 2k.
Proof. Eppstein [17] proved that for some function f (depending on H), for every H-minorfree graph G, for every vertex r of G, and for every integer ≥ 0, the set of vertices in G at distance at most from r induces a subgraph of treewidth at most f ( ). This is called the diameter-treewidth or bounded local treewidth property; also see [14, 15, 20] . Demaine and Hajiaghayi [16] strengthened Eppstein's result by showing that one can take f ( ) = c for some constant c = c(H).
Let G be an H-minor-free graph. By considering each connected component in turn, we may assume that G is connected. Let r be a vertex of G. Let V 0 , V 1 , . . . , V p be the layering of G starting at some vertex r of G.
, and let G i be the minor of G obtained by contracting the
] into a single vertex r i . Thus G i is an H-minor-free graph containing G i as a subgraph, and each vertex in G i is at distance at most 2k from r i in G i . By the diameter-treewidth property, G i has treewidth at most 2ck. By a theorem of Kündgen and Pelsmajer [30] , there is a nonrepetitive 4 2ck -colouring ψ i of G i .
and i is the unique integer for which i ≡ j (mod 2k) and v ∈ V (G i ). Suppose on the contrary that G contains a repetitively coloured path P = (v 1 , . . . , v 2t ) of order at most 2k (under the colouring ψ). Thus P is contained in some G i . Let j := i mod 2k. Hence
That is, P is repetitively coloured by ψ i in the colouring of G i . This contradiction proves that G contains no repetitively coloured path under ψ. The number of colours is (4 2ck ) 2k = (4 4c ) k 2 .
Graphs embeddable on a fixed surface exclude a fixed apex graph as a minor [17] . Thus Theorem 6 implies: Corollary 7. For every fixed surface Σ there is a constant c = c(Σ) such that, for every integer k ≥ 1, every graph G embeddable in Σ is c k 2 -colourable such that G contains no repetitively coloured path of order at most 2k.
Open Problems
Our research suggests two open problems:
1. Is π(G) ∈ o(log n) for every planar graph G with n vertices?
2. Is there a polynomial function f such that for every integer k ≥ 1 every planar graph G is f (k)-colourable such that G contains no repetitively coloured path of order at most 2k?
Finally, we mention a class of planar graphs that seem difficult to nonrepetitively colour. Let T be a tree rooted at a vertex r. Let V i be the set of vertices in T at distance i from r. Draw T in the plane with no crossings. Add a cycle on each V i in the cyclic order defined by the drawing to create a planar graph G T . It is open whether π(G T ) ≤ c for some constant c independent of T . Note that this class of planar graphs includes examples with unbounded degree and unbounded treewidth. [5] constructed an outerplanar graph H with π(H) ≥ 7. Let G be the following planar graph. Start with a path P = (v 1 , . . . , v 22 ). Add two adjacent vertices x and y that both dominate P . Let each vertex v i in P be adjacent to every vertex in a copy H i of H. Suppose on the contrary that G is nonrepetitively 10-colourable. Without loss of generality, x and y are respectively coloured 1 and 2. A vertex in P is redundant if its colour is used on some other vertex in P . If no two adjacent vertices in P are redundant then at least 11 colours appear exactly once on P , which is a contradiction. Thus some pair of consecutive vertices v i and v i+1 in P are redundant. Without loss of generality, v i and v i+1 are respectively coloured 3 and 4. If some vertex in H i ∪ H i+1 is coloured 1 or 2, then since v i and v i+1 are redundant, with x or y we have a repetitively coloured path on 4 vertices. Now assume that no vertex in H i ∪ H i+1 is coloured 1 or 2. If some vertex in H i is coloured 4 and some vertex in H i+1 is coloured 3, then with v i and v i+1 , we have a repetitively coloured path on 4 vertices. Thus no vertex in H i is coloured 4 or no vertex in H i+1 is coloured 3. Without loss of generality, no vertex in H i is coloured 4. Since v i dominates H i , no vertex in H i is coloured 3. We have proved that no vertex in H i is coloured 1, 2, 3 or 4, which is a contradiction, since π(H i ) ≥ 7. Therefore π(G) ≥ 11.
A Lower Bounds

